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Key Challenge to Raise TFP Growth

 Slowdown in potential growth

 Long-term TFP growth hard to 
predict, e.g.

 But is not exogenous
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Fiscal Monitor April 2016

 The role of fiscal policy for innovation

 Engine of TFP growth

 Three pillars of innovation – focus 

here on two

 Research and development

 Technology transfer

 Entrepreneurship
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Fiscal incentives to R&D: significant potential for growth
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“Effective design critical” – no patent boxes

 Either ineffective – no effect at all 

in two countries

 Only effective where tax relief is large 

and link with R&D strong

 Or inefficient – as relief depends 

on income, not R&D

 And negative spillovers

 Focus is on attracting mobile IP 

income (aggressive tax competition)
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Synthetic Control Estimation Results: Intellectual Property Box and Private R&D 

(Log of real R&D spending)



“Design Critical” – Better examples
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Australia Small firms: 45% refundable R&D tax credit
Large firms: 40% non-refundable R&D tax credit (capped)

US Regular: 20% R&D tax credit on increment
Simplified: 14% R&D tax credit on increment

Japan Maximum non-refundable credit of 25%
Incremental & temporal addition of 10% before April 2017

China 150% R&D super deduction

15% reduced CIT rate for high-tech firms

Germany No tax incentives
R&D subsidies: can be 25 -50 percent of R&D costs



Entrepreneurship – new, not small, is beautiful

 Tax incentives small firms

 Most small firms are neither 

new nor innovative

 ‘Small-business-trap’: 

bunching at kinks and notches

 Schemes better favor new 

firms

 Focus on innovation

 Refundable schemes
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Bunching at a Kink – Evidence for Costa Rica 2006−13 

(Density of taxpayers along the income distribution)



Conclusion: a roadmap for fiscal policy

 R&D – scope to do more and better

 Fiscal stabilization matters, also for long-run growth

 R&D incentives: small expansion, large dividend

 Design matters: e.g. no patent box

 Entrepreneurship

 ‘New’, not ‘small’ is beautiful
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